Stay at a beautiful place and practice
music, paint art or write for a week.
This is the place where you can find focus, practice and get your creativity back!





Are you a musician, an author, artist or a photographer?
Are you writing a dissertation or need to study?
Do you need peace and quietness to be able to
practice, write or paint from the morning to the
evening?
Or do you just need to rest your soul?

Here you will find total tranquility and can concentrate in
a beautiful environment without distraction. Summer or
wintertime – it is just as wonderful!
You stay in a half-timbered house from the beginning of
the 20th century. In the beautiful conservatory with
underfloor heating, you work in total silence with beech trees in the garden outside
the large glass panes. There is internet.
There is an acoustic piano and a digital church organ for you to practice on.
It is the perfect place for practicing, writing or painting from morning until night.
Are you an artist or a photographer and looking for that special unique light,
you will find it nearby along the coast of “Kattegatt”.
If you are an ensemble or if you have companion, there
are four beds(1000 SEK extra/person and week).
For 100 SEK/person, you can also rent bedding and
towels. You clean the house properly at departure.
Deposition when booking: 1000 SEK (Refunded by
departure) You pay for the stay when arriving.
Pets are not allowed.
If you want to take a break, you drive 25 minutes to the
sea with miles of beautiful beaches for swimming and
walking. Up on “Hallandsåsen” there are also hiking trails in stunning scenery.
While following the walking paths at “Hovs Hallar” by the coast on the peninsula of Bjäre
or at the steep cliffs in ”Kullaberg”, your mind wanders along the ocean's horizon.
Prices:
High season: 4 750 SEK/w, 1000 SEK/night Low season: 3000 SEK/w, 700 SEK/night
2016: v. 8-9, 12-13, 18, 22-27
2016: v. 1-7, 10-11, 14-17, 19-21
v. 31-36, 44,
v. 37-43, 45-51,
There is also a small apartment with a kitchen, shower and one bed + an extra bed to
rent for 2000 SEK/Week (Sept-May) or 2500 SEK/Week (June-August)

Accompaniment and coaching in piano technique or
Suzuki pedagogics for organ and piano




Are you a pianist and want to be inspired and trained in piano technique?
Are you an instrumentalist and want to get accompaniment?
Do you want to have further training in Suzuki pedagogics for organ or piano?

Gunilla Rönnberg is a trained pianist (6 years at music colleges in Sweden and two years
at the Music conservatory in Sofia – Bulgaria). She has worked for many years
developing technique exercises, and also worked a lot with tonalization and musical
expression.
You will get practical exercises where you learn to use a minimum of energy while
playing, and how to gain speed in total relaxation. You will learn how to create different
sounds, and get coaching when it comes to musical expression in the pieces you are
practicing.
If you play another instrument, you can get accompaniment by Gunilla.
Gunilla is also a teacher trainer in the Suzuki organ method, and have the highest level –
5, in Suzuki piano pedagogics.
If you want teacher training lessons in Suzuki pedagogics for organ or piano you can get
further training in these subjects.
Coaching - piano technique : 500 SEK/30 min
Accompaniments : 500 SEK/30 min
Suzuki teacher training lessons: 500 SEK/30 min
Access to the instruments : Piano , Digital church organ .

Contact information:
E-mail: gunilla.ronnberg@telia.com
Telephone: 0046 72 55 40 888
Lärkvallens Training Center, Örkelljungavägen 1424, 266 95 Munka–Ljungby, Sweden

